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16 Lincoln’s Inn Fields London WC2A 3ED 

tel: 0845 313 8449 

email: info@thefundingnetwork.org.uk 

website: www.thefundingnetwork.org.uk 

  

Report back to The Funding Network 
 
1. Name of your organisation and date funded by TFN: 

 
Baobab Centre for Young Survivors in Exile 

 
 
2. What does your organisation do?  
i.e. What are its aims and objectives? Have these changed since receiving TFN funding?  

 
The overall purpose of the Baobab Centre for Young Survivors in Exile is to increase the 
psychological well-being and community participation of young survivors of organised violence and 
human rights abuses who are asylum seekers or refugees in the UK 
 
The Baobab Centre's aims are to: 

 To enable the development of secure attachment through the containment of a 
psychotherapeutic relationship 

 To address symptoms of trauma, depression, grief & isolation 

 To develop the capacity to have relationships & a sense of belonging to a community  

 To enable the development of reflection & creativity, confidence & self-esteem 

 To provide an expert opinion on the psychological and developmental state of individuals 
through the asylum process 

 To disseminate expert knowledge about the psychological needs of young survivors of political 
violence and human rights abuses 

 
We meet these aims through the following activities: 

 Individual and group psychotherapy 

 The development of a community based on user participation 

 Practical support through the asylum seeking process 

 Support for access to education, housing, benefits, employment & healthcare 

 Expert psychological reports for court hearings 

 Publication of research and evidence 
 
Our aims and objectives have not changed since receiving TFN funding. 
 
3. When was your organisation first established? 
 
2008 but registered as a charity in April 2010. 
 
 
4. Since receiving funding from TFN how has your organisation changed?  
Has your annual turnover changed?  
Has the number of beneficiaries reached changed?  
Can you quantify any other changes? Eg …number of employees, number of projects, geographical 
scope.  
 
Yes, the annual turnover has doubled in 2011/12 from 2010/11 (£50k) to over £100k.  We now 
have funding for three years towards our core costs from Trust for London and from the City 
Bridge Trust.  In addition we have funding for three years from LankellyChase to employ a 
Senior Caseworker.  We are now able to pay the Clinical Director, Group Supervisor and Office 
Manager on a part-time basis.  We have also moved into our own rented premises in Islington.  
We now have 65 direct beneficiaries; this is a net increase of 5 beneficiaries since last year.  
We have also completed a large number of psychological reports for asylum cases. 
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5. Can you describe/measure the impact that the specific TFN funded project/work has had?  
What actual change did the funded project generate? What proportion of the project/work did TFN 
fund (eg all/x%)?  What evidence do you have for the success or failure of the funded project?  
 
The TFN funding in 2010 enabled the Baobab Centre to run its therapeutic summer holiday 
workshops in London and Devon on the themes of autonomy (being able to be yourself), 
feeling safe, tolerance and prejudice.   
 
The TFN funding, with Gift Aid was £7,694.  This covered 73% 0f the costs of the Summer 
Project.  The remaining income came from unrestricted donations and a small sum from a 
grant from Unlimited. 
 
We evaluated the project through questionnaires completed by the participants.  Please let us 
know if you would like a copy of the Evaluation overview for the two parts of the summer 
project: Days Away Together in London and Days Away Together in Devon. 
 
 
The funding enabled the following activities: 
 
FIVE DAYS IN LONDON/FIVE DAYS IN COMBE MARTIN IN DEVON 
 
London Project 
 
The aim of the London part of this project was to explore places in London where the young 
people felt good and those where things did not feel good and at the end to make maps of 
London indicating safe and unsafe places. 
 
All the young people in the group had had experiences of violence that lead to them being 
separated from their families and then having to make often very difficult journeys to the UK. 
While the majority come from very functional families some were severely abused within their 
families and all are dealing with the emotional pain of trauma and loss and the sense that they 
are uncertain about themselves and about others. 
 
During ‘ the days away together’ our group facilitators, story therapist, writer in residence and 
art therapist visited the asylum courts, the High Court, the Burlington Arcade, the National 
Gallery, Brixton Market and Hampstead Heath. We had access to some large meeting rooms in 
University College London, and held story-telling sessions there and on Hampstead Heath and 
at the National Gallery.  We also held writing sessions and art sessions.  Our project ended 
with the making of maps and a small tea party where we invited friends and funders of the 
organisation. 
 
The young people were troubled by the courts, astonished by the Burlington Arcade and loved 
Brixton Market and Hampstead Heath.  We were shown around the National Gallery and given a 
very detailed guide around three pictures: one about war, one about religion (the annunciation 
of the Virgin Mary) and the last a Constable painting, the Hay Wain. The young people were 
mostly completely fascinated by the religious painting and all liked the country painting best of 
all. 
 
When the young people made maps together, two made maps of their worlds linking their 
homes in Africa to London; and others made maps of good and less good parts of London. 
 
The highlights were the Heath and Brixton market. 
 
Therapeutic Retreat in Devon. 
 
Eight young people took part in the Therapeutic Retreat in Devon along with four staff. 
 
We had group meetings each day and explored various themes including loss and conflict and 
difference and tolerance. The young people were male and female and came from several 
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different regions of the world. There was some conflict between one young man who had left 
DRC when he was a child and the others who had left as adolescents. The latter group 
remembered their home country in both good and in negative ways. They recalled both the 
nourishing and the destructive aspects of their countries. They also recalled their long 
struggles in applying to the Home Office for asylum. The young man from DRC had not been 
very aware of these struggles and had become integrated into UK society and held very 
different ideas about his past and present life. This lead to both conflict, and to some 
understanding of difference, that we were able to explore. 
 
While in Devon we engaged in various activities including some voluntary work cleaning the 
sea wall on Combe Martin Beach. This was a very good experience for the Baobab Young 
people and for the local community. We also went on trips to the moors and the beach and to 
nearby towns. We prepared large meals together as a community each day and we again made 
music with local musicians. We told stories and watched films and explored the themes 
through acting and play. We had many opportunities to explore nature and wild life in the local 
area and to meet with local people. 
 
 
6. Could you give us an estimate of how many people have been reached by the TFN funded 
project/work and by how much? 
 
Outcomes of Project 
 
22 young people in all participated in our summer project (8 going away to Devon with four 
staff) and in total six staff were involved in the project. 
 
The project gave us the opportunities to: 
 
1. Develop a vocabulary to hold and contain and process difficult feelings, memories and 

experiences and to develop antidotes to pain through creativity and play. Each young 
person was able to explore feelings and memories in relation to mourning and loss and 
to tolerance, intolerance, conflict and difference and all developed their understanding 
and became more mature as a result. (During the year we have referred to these 
activities and outcomes very positively.) 

 
2. Have an intensive time together as a community. 
a) This was both an opportunity for young people to NOT be alone during the long 

summer break where they become quite disoriented and lose the structures provided 
by college and work. During this unstructured time they all experience a return of 
difficult memories and this gives an opportunity to explore and discuss these. We were 
enabled to be together as a community and to enjoy shared activities and to explore the 
impact of loneliness. 

b) Time to process personal issues and relationship issues in an intensive way with daily 
groups and lots of opportunities to talk as individuals with staff and with peers. 

 
3. Opening the horizons of the young people to a small and non racist community and 

new relationships. All the young people commented on the friendliness of the local 
people, how they said good morning each day, and how there was no daily police 
presence. (All our young people have experienced the anxieties about immigration 
controls, reporting regularly at immigration and fear of the British police, and in fact 
a significant number have been detained so the experience of a friendly and warm 
community where they could engage with local people was a real antidote.) 

 
These three outcomes facilitate managing self esteem and symptoms of post traumatic stress 
as well as integration and participation in community life. 
 
This year we are planning a summer retreat on ‘acknowledging and communicating difficult 
feelings’    
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7. Did receiving the money from TFN make positive difference to your organisation? If yes, in 
what way? If no, please specify why not?  
Were there changes in non-financial support/leverage i.e volunteering hours, relationships, contracts, 
trustees or media coverage? Did it help to get other grants/donors? 
 
The funding had a direct benefit for our beneficiaries – the summer holiday can be a very hard 
time for isolated and traumatised children, adolescent and young adult asylum seekers and 
refugees who find school and college a positive experience emotionally and socially.  The loss 
of routine and the subsequent isolation in the holidays can have a detrimental effect on their 
mental health.  The Baobab Centre holiday projects do not only provide valuable social 
opportunities but also the opportunity to develop a more sustained sense of the therapeutic 
community and working through themes together.   
 
Undoubtedly the funding from TFN at such a critical early phase in the development of the 
Baobab Centre gave our work credibility to other funders.  In particular a Programme Director 
from the LankellyChase Foundation was able to visit the last day of the summer project in 
London in August 2010 – it was her observations at that event that secured the 3 year funding 
for a Senior Caseworker who has now been appointed. A fantastic outcome!  
 
We have also built a very good relationship with some TFN members, who provided financial 
support through the July 2010 funding event, and through them this summer’s project 
(commencing on August 3) has been possible as they found excellent accommodation and 
further funding for that.  They will also be contributing their expertise in a voluntary capacity 
by running a group with the young people.  These particular supporters have also brought 
additional funding to the Baobab Centre, enabling us to install a landline and broadband for 
our new offices and covering the rental and call costs in the first year.  Additionally funding 
was contributed to the 2011 summer project.  However the contribution does not end in money 
but, just as importantly, extends to expertise and voluntary support with fund-raising and 
project management. This is a long-term relationship for which we are very grateful. 
 
 
8. Do you have any other comments regarding TFN funding?  

 
To have direct contact with philanthropists knowledgeable about our field of work was a very 
positive experience.  The process of appealing for funds was also a simple one and very 
smooth and continues to be enjoyable.   
 
We greatly appreciate the support of the TFN for our 2010 work and hope we can return to TFN 
in the future to support other projects. 
 


